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The Trust Deed at bk8307p1446 is not recognized and no reason is given. This prevents the Trustee from entering into a sales contract for the Trust property until the issue is resolved. But the issue is never resolved. This forces the Trustee to continue to pay the real estate taxes until he runs out of money.Then Judge Smith removes  me as Trustee for not selling the Trust property and false accusations listd in the Compalint.If those in control can ignore this 1992 Deed and not say why for more than twenty-two (22) years, and not be responsible for it, I believe they can do the same with anyone's deed and take over their property.
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Prepared by E. A. Prichard of McQuire Woods Battle & Boothe
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Why, in 22 years, has no authority in Virginia recognized this Deed for Accotink (parcel 0904-01-0017 in Fairfax County) or said why it should not be recognized? Why the secrecy?  Why shut me out?
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 Last page of 1992 Deed
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Correction: Date should be January 5, 2015
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The "enclosed document " was the 1992 Deed at bk8307p1446 (first two pages)
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My previous letter to the Judges was mailed on January 5, 2015. I received this reply from Chief Judge Smith  on February 23, 2015
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Why, in 22 years, has no authority in Virginia recognized this Deed or said why it should not be recognized?  Why is this Deed invisible? 
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 No response
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After 22 years I believe it is fair to assume that no authority in Virginia is going to recognize the 1992 Deed at bk8307p1446 or say why it should not be recognized.  Or stop our innocent sister Jean Nader from being used, or try to expose the accounting at bk467p191, or expose the lien trail from Fairfax County to Highland County. 
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